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But first, introducing …
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2000-2007 : One size fits them all!

A wide (large field of view), fast (many visit repetitions over the same 
fields during 10 years operation baseline), and deep (class-8m 
telescope) instrument can provide a major multi-science tool:

● Cataloging the Solar System

● Studying Milky Way Structure and Formation

● Exploring the Changing Sky

● Understanding the nature of Dark Matter and Dark Energy
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Slide Title Goes Here

Your content goes here.
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Concept

● A stage-IV survey

– 8.4(6.7)m telescope 
(Cerro Pachon, Chile)

– 3.2 Gpix camera 
9.6°FOV

– 0.2’’ pixel/0.7’’seeing
– First Light 2020

Survey 2022
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● A synoptic survey

– Southern sky (18000°) every 3 days
– ugrizy bands (r~24.4/visit)
– ≳800 visits everywhere (all bands)
– Dynamic time range from sub-

minute (hard to use in practice) to 
10 years (survey duration)



Implementation

● A telescope

● A camera

● A data management system

● A survey optimized cadence
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Change pointing every 40s and takes 4s to do so with an offset of 3.5° 

Telescope : compact Paul-Baker modified



Camera : structure



Camera : focal plane



Camera filter changer
● A 3-component system

– Carrousel : holds 5 filters and in 
charge of positioning one filter for 
the auto-changer

– Auto-Loader : places and holds a 
given filter in the FOV

– Changer : replaces one of the 
carrousel filter with a 6th one stored 
outside





LSST Data Management System

Data reduction, storage, management, and accessibility constitute a 
major challenge

Take away message : LSST is a telescope, a baseline cadence, and a 
computing framework for science!
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Optimizing cadence / operation plans
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“LSST Observing 
Strategy” in arxiv 

search engine



Science Collaborations

Note : the LSST project is not in charge of science

● Galaxies
● Stars, Milky Way, and Local Volume 
● Solar System 
● Dark Energy (DESC)
● Active Galactic Nuclei
● Transients/variable stars
● Strong Lensing

https://www.lsstcorporation.org/science-collaborations for further 
details
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Dark Matter interest rose up within DESC, but clearly concerns several 
other collaborations (actually Dark Energy as well)

Several Dark Energy probes actually also probe Dark Matter 

https://www.lsstcorporation.org/science-collaborations


Probing the fundamental physics of dark 
matter with LSST
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https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io/dark-matter-graph/

https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io/
https://lsstdarkmatter.github.io/dark-matter-graph/


Dark Matter probes in the LSST sky
● Minimum halo mass

– Satellite galaxies

– Stream gaps

– strong lensing
● Halo profiles

– Lensed dwarf galaxies

– Galaxy clusters

● Compact object abundance

● Anomalous energy loss

● Large scale structure
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Threshold for Galaxy formation



Threshold for Galaxy formation



MW Stellar Stream perturbation



Threshold for Galaxy formation



Micro-lensing : in time and mag space





Micro-lensing (from E. Fedorova last workshop)
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● The LSST dynamic range goes from sub-hour to several years
● But a lot depends on the observation scheduling and mini-surveys...



Machine Learning in all that?
● There is a very basic level where ML is used in the context of LSST

– Star/galaxy separation

– Photometric classification

– Photometric distance (photo-z) estimation

– Deblending 
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Star/Galaxy separation

● At the bright end, this is easy : Gaia!

– And we need it anyway for astrometric and photometric calibration

– This allows for PSF modeling actually

● At the faint end, this is hard (small galaxy vs point-like source?)

– Usually use the COSMOS field and/or SDSS spectro dataset

– NN and random forests stand out in a catalog-based comparison: 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7727189

– ConvNet on images : https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.04369 and 
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v80/kennamer18a/kennamer18a.pdf 
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● But beware of blending (close stars mis-identification)
● And convnets typically use cutouts
● Is it possible to do global star/galaxy separation at the same as you 

do PSF modeling on full images 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7727189
https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.04369
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v80/kennamer18a/kennamer18a.pdf


Transient photometric classification

● 1904.00014 : 29/03/19
● GRU-type RNN
● Early and improving 

classification with time
● Transient-agnostic
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● 1901.06384 : 18/01/19
● standard RNN
● Early and improving 

classification
● SN-oriented

● 1901.01298 : 04/01/19
● CNN with light-curve as 

image (band x time) + 
a VAE as feature 
extractor

● Needs full curves

All trying to provide a response to LSST future wealth of alerts



Photometric redshift estimators

● Technical paper from DESC 
about behavior of several 
estimators with a ~LSST-
like simulated catalogue 

● Both template-based and 
learning-based codes 
evaluated

● In all cases the real issue 
will be to deal with 
incompleteness in training 
or template libraries, 
erroneous labeling, etc...
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Deblending a crowded sky

● SCARLET https://github.com/fred3m/scarlet 
is state-of-the-art non-ML alg around 

● Neural Nets are closing in

● How to efficiently incorporate external 
observations when LSST dataset is already 
so large?
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ground space

https://github.com/fred3m/scarlet


Machine Learning in all that?
● There is a very basic level where ML is used in the context of LSST

– Star/galaxy separation

– Photometric classification

– Photometric distance (photo-z) estimation

– Deblending

● But there is a lot also beyond these “standard” applications

– Transfer Learning and Domain adaptation?

– Continuous Training?

– Active Learning?

– Adversarial training?

– Reinforcement Learning?
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The real ML issues with LSST
● Completeness

– My training set is from the same distribution than my test set, 
but truncated, and the censoring may not be trivial

● Representativeness

– My test set is not sampled from the same distribution as my 
training set….

● Treason

– Mislabeling or error in the training set; can I be robust, detect, 
and or recover?

● Committee/hybrid voting

– I have several ML tools that do equally well on my training, but 
yield different results on my test set

● Anomaly detection / continuous learning

– Ooops I did not expect that kind of weird transient……

● Experimental design / active learning

– I need to tell a spectro to look at that specific transient 30



Conclusion
● LSST has a very rich potential  for Dark Matter search

– From stars to large scale structure

– and from static to multi-timescale transient sky

● Dark Matter search needs Machine Learning to deal with larger and 
more complex/heterogeneous data 

– and clearly the low hanging fruit season is over….

● LSST image reduction is still rule-based, but science is already 
largely enabled by Machine Learning techniques

– Many areas are still ML-R&D !
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Thus there is every reason to believe that LSST will open new avenues in 
utilizing Machine Learning techniques for constraining Dark Matter nature

But this has not (yet?) been concretely investigated
So let’s get started!
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